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Cynthia Talmadge, Campus Safety (Wellesley), 2020, oil on linen. Courtesy of the artist and 56
HENRY.

I first encountered Cynthia Talmadge’s art—specifically, a sand painting
depicting a trellis—at an apartment party where the piece was leaning
against a mantel. The little work was discreetly spring-loaded with
tension: its precise, pointillist, nearly shimmering surface simultaneously
drew me in and kept me at a cool distance as the lattice in the image
archly oscillated between abstraction, figuration, and decoration. Years
later, I would see Talmadge’s sand-painted trellises again—this time in an
enveloping, room-sized installation that conveyed, with claustrophobic
intensity, the increasingly blurred boundaries between Marilyn Monroe’s
home and her therapist’s.
Whether Talmadge is using sand or oil paint, portraying a string of empty
liberal arts college campuses or various perspectives on a high-society
funeral home, she infuses her works with a visual and psychic push-pull
that keeps meaning slippery and viewers engaged. With a current
exhibition at Expo Chicago and at Carl Kostyál Gallery in the fall,
Talmadge spoke with me about transforming physical spaces into
psychological ones, institutional failures to deliver on spiritual promises,
and the imbrication of real and performed emotional experience.
—Cassie Packard

Cassie Packard
Taking Marilyn Monroe’s twisted relationship with her analyst Ralph
Greenson as its subject, your most recent exhibition, Franklin Street
Helena, transformed 56 HENRY into a latticed, immersive studiolo through
wildly intricate sand paintings that reference Monroe’s purported
restaging of Greenson’s home in her own, as his therapeutic methods
dictated. What was your process like in conceiving and executing this
piece?
Cynthia Talmadge
The process for this show was a bit backward. I usually have a very
specific idea and subject matter in mind before I decide which medium
would be most appropriate. For instance, my first show at 56
HENRY, Leaves of Absence, was almost like an art director’s take on a
grand tour of different famous rehabs and mental hospitals, so I exhibited
a very large glossy photograph alongside a purpose-built excerpt of the
set depicted in the photo. For Franklin Fifth Helena, the idea of a maniacal
panic room made entirely with my sand technique felt right.
Sometime in winter 2019, I was at the Met and looking at their studiolo
from the Ducal Palace in Gubbio, a fifteenth-century room relocated to the
museum in the 1930s. Studiolos were intended for the contemplation and
display of objects that underlined the owner’s worldliness and erudition.
Given the inclinations of the people doing the collecting, this meant the
spaces were also often sites of meditation on morbid fascinations and
contained artifacts of—or acquired through—violence. I liked the dialogue
between a studiolo and a modern panic room, and I was inspired by the
use of inlaid marquetry to create a physical space that earnestly tried to
convey a psychological one.
At this point I had an abstract idea of what I wanted out of the show, but it
took time to decide on a narrative that went beyond being vaguely dark
and decorative and into territory that could actually make you feel crazy. I
batted around a bunch of storylines involving historical figures that I may
explore in the future. Ultimately, the Greenson/Monroe story line won out
because of how they were both equal parts real people and these selfconstructed personas, and also because the strange nature of their
relationship rhymed with the use of mirrors and symmetry I wanted in the
trellis scheme.
To figure out the forced perspective and the reflections in the room, I first
worked on a model of the whole thing in 3D-modeling software. I then did
a lot of research, looking at seedy celebrity memorabilia auction catalogs
and historical photos of the Monroe and Greenson homes to find a
portion of the two hundred-ish objects depicted, like Monroe’s recipe box,
prescriptions, travel clock, invoices for her sessions with Greenson, a
picture of the chaise from his office, and a telegram she sent him on his
wedding anniversary. I supplemented the historical artifacts with my own
fantasies about what might be kicking around these people’s dusty
storage units: yard signs from Democratic campaigns, Cold War survival
supplies, old party hats, pool maintenance supplies, cardboard boxes with
sad labels scrawled in faded black marker.

Cynthia Talmadge, Franklin Fifth Helena, 2021, sand on panels. Courtesy of the artist and 56
HENRY.

CP
It’s not the first time that you’ve worked with sand painting. I’m curious
about what draws you to the medium, materially as well as conceptually
or affectively. In the case of Franklin Street Helena, sand conjures up, for
me at least, the ephemeral nature of celebrity and the meditative work of
artmaking while also tapping into the kitsch that we might associate with
tabloid culture or colored-sand picture souvenirs.
CT
I’m definitely interested in the kitsch aspect. I started the sand paintings
because I thought it would be really perverse to scale up this craft
technique from my childhood in an inappropriately ambitious, obsessive
way and use it to depict subject matter that you’d never find in a readymade sand-art kit. I also like that the surface is materially seductive—it
looks soft and glitters a little—and so you end up catching yourself being
really attracted to an image of, say, a mental health resources bulletin
board or a bottle of eye drops. I also really appreciate your point about the
ephemerality. I once made a sand painting of the title image from the
opening credits of the soap opera Days of Our Lives, and the whole time I
was working on it I couldn’t get the voiceover that accompanies the
credits—“Like sands through the hourglass, so are the days of our lives”
—out of my head.

Detail of Cynthia Talmadge, Franklin Fifth Helena, 2021, sand on panel. Courtesy of the artist
and 56 HENRY.

CP
Beyond Monroe, you’ve also made work about an Upper East Side funeral
parlor beloved by Manhattan socialites and a high-end East Coast
rehabilitation center frequented by celebrities. Your subject matter feels
equal parts histrionic and deeply sad, a snapshot of environments
populated by a particular subset of people but also perhaps more broadly
a picture of a paranoid and classed national identity. What attracts you to
these subjects, and what are you interested in parsing or exploring
through them?
CT
I’m interested in the fact that those public-facing US institutions can also
be the sites of personal existential meltdowns or metaphysical epiphanies,
but also in the limitations and failures of these vaunted places to actually
fulfill the promise of a spiritual solace or meaning that their patrons—or
we, the public, vicariously—expect of them. One of subjects of the Leaves
of Absence works is a rehab named Promises, a name which is just, like.…
I mean, even the best drug and alcohol treatment facilities have
enormously high recidivism rates. And I particularly like to capture
moments when those broken institutional promises become painfully
obvious or—even better—when they turn out to deliver something else
entirely.
My show Seven Sisters at Carl Kostyál last year engaged pretty directly
with the play between histrionics and real sadness that you describe. The
paintings in that series are intentionally monotonous and formulaic:
Brutalist buildings on desolate liberal arts campuses in snowstorms. I
almost wanted to make some version of sublime New England landscape
paintings, except here the tiny figure dwarfed by nature is just the last girl
left in the quad over Christmas vacation, presumably feeling abandoned
by her family, and instead of snow-capped peaks she’s got gray slush over
pebbled aggregate. Hopefully they retain an element of awe; but
depending on how you shift your focus, the whole scene could also
become performatively angsty, tedious, self-indulgent, or petty.
The choice to focus on the Brutalist structures that punctuate the more
traditionalist campus architecture was intentional. The building style
originated in European socialist utopianism, then sprang up on campuses
to advertise the egalitarian aims of schools originally created for the
daughters of an American WASP elite, which seems like a pretty doomed
project from the start. And of course this became a new aesthetic of
authority: the trend of campus Brutalism allowed institutions to thwart
’60s-style student protests with concrete barriers, crowd control, and
monumental scale. That show opened in the summer of 2021, which felt
like as good a time as any to explore the idea of the American College
Experience—trademark sign—as an insight into our national psychology
and expectations, which are pretty wild.

Installation view of Cynthia Talmadge, 1076 Madison. Courtesy of the artist and 56 HENRY.

CP
I’m also wondering about your personal relationship with your subject
matter. Sand painting, and the pointillist painting that you employ in 1076
Madison, can have a chilly, distancing effect, filtering and flattening
emotionally loaded content. There’s a peculiar tension in these works
where it’s unclear where you stand—which might be part of the intrigue.
CT
I don’t really make work about subjects I don’t have some direct emotional
connection with or strong opinions about, but at the same time I’m not
sure that the details of those connections particularly enhance the
experience of anyone looking at the work, so I don’t need them legible at
the surface, and I also don’t love our culture of oversharing. The things I
do want to come through are a certain oscillation between drama and
melodrama, pathos and bathos, and something about the coexistence of
real and performed emotional experience—the fact that none of these are
mutually exclusive. And maybe it’s too obvious to merit saying, but of
course what we’re talking about is just a set of aesthetic codes for
“distance,” just like another approach might present a set of codes for
“expressiveness” or whatever. The former set of conventions feel much
less dishonest to my experience.
The subject matter is presented without a lot of explicit judgment or
editorializing on my part, but I don’t think it’s buried too deeply, either. I
think that along with the oversharing our culture tends to generate
products that drastically underestimate the intelligence of their audience.
My hope is that the apparent distance allows for a slower reading in
which the criticality and the emotion reveal themselves in more nuanced
ways with individual viewers over time.

Cynthia Talmadge’s work is on view at Expo Chicago from April 7 to April
10.

Cassie Packard is a writer and cultural critic with bylines at publications
including Artforum, frieze, Los Angeles Review of Books, and VICE, and is
a contributing writer at Hyperallergic.
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Like many writers, I feel centered when I
write, or it might be better to say, when I
don’t write, when I can’t write for whatever
reason, I feel, frankly, de-stabilized. It’s
dangerous for me not to write.
— Sigrid Nunez
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BOMB Magazine has been publishing conversations between artists of all disciplines
since 1981. BOMB’s founders—New York City artists and writers—decided to publish
dialogues that reflected the way practitioners spoke about their work among
themselves. Today, BOMB is a nonprofit, multi-platform publishing house that creates,
disseminates, and preserves artist-generated content from interviews to artists’ essays
to new literature. BOMB includes a quarterly print magazine, a daily online publication,
and a digital archive of its previously published content from 1981 onward.

Join our newsletter for a weekly update of recent
highlights and upcoming events.
Email address

Annually, BOMB serves 1.5 million online readers––44% of whom are under 30 years of
age––through its free and searchable archive and BOMB Daily, a virtual hub where a
diverse cohort of artists and writers explore the creative process within a community of
their peers and mentors. BOMB's Oral History Project is dedicated to collecting,
documenting, and preserving the stories of distinguished visual artists of the African
Diaspora.
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